
   
 

Contested Decolonisation and the Dilemmas of Intervention: The United Nations and 
Nation-making along the Congolese-Northern Rhodesian border, 1960-1964  

 
Tuesday 28 April, 2pm – 6.30pm 

Pavilion Room, St. Antony’s College, University of Oxford 
 

Keynote address (5pm) by Sir Stephen Sedley: ‘Who killed Dag Hammarskjöld?’ 
 
 

Event organised by the African Studies Centre, the Oxford Central African Forum (OCAF) 
and the Zambia Discussion Group (ZDG) 

 
The Congo crisis of the early 1960s was a landmark event in the decolonisation of Africa. The 
secession of Katanga led to United Nations’ intervention, whilst the engagement of both 
superpowers turned the Cold War hot in central Africa. The crisis provided opportunities for 
African societies and their western allies and enemies to redraw colonially defined borders 
in this globally strategic mining region, but the high stakes of the conflict also created 
casualties. These included Congo’s first Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba, assassinated by 
western actors who saw him as a threat to their interests, and UN Secretary General Dag 
Hammarskjöld, whose mysterious death in a plane crash on the border in September 1961 
continues to be the subject of controversy and inquiry.  
 
Historical understanding of the Congo crisis is today being rewritten, as new sources and 
witnesses increase our understanding of these events, both on the ground and in the 
corridors of power. This event brings together historians whose work sheds new light on the 
complex interactions between contested visions of post-independence nation-states, cross-
border dynamics involving mining capital, European settlers and African politicians, and the 
geo-political interactions of the United Nations, the superpowers, decolonising European 
states and post-colonial nations from Ireland to Ghana.  
 
A panel session (details below) between 2 and 4pm will be followed at 5pm with an address 
by Sir Stephen Sedley, the distinguished lawyer and former judge, on his work chairing the 
recent commission into the death of Dag Hammarskjöld. The commission’s report is 
available at http://www.hammarskjoldcommission.org/report/index.html.   
 
For more information on this event, please contact Patrycja Stys 
(patrycja.stys@nuffield.ox.ac.uk), Duncan Money (duncan.money@balliol.ox.ac.uk), or 
Miles Larmer (miles.larmer@history.ox.ac.uk).   
  



   
 
Paper 1: Miles Larmer: ‘Cross-border dynamics in the decolonisation of the Central African 
Copperbelt region’ 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the ways in the Congo crisis was shaped by the flow of ideas 
and initiatives by African nationalists, colonial officials, European settlers and mining 
companies across the border separating Northern Rhodesia and Congo/Katanga. It argues 
that placing the Katangese secession in this regional context sheds light on the contested 
process of nation-making in both Zambia and the DR Congo. In this process, the globally 
strategic mineral region which straddled the border of these nations was not only the 
subject of conflictual claims but also an important factor in determining the outcome of the 
region’s inter-linked conflicts.   
 
Biography: Dr Miles Larmer is Associate Professor of African History at the University of 
Oxford. He has published widely on the political history of Zambia and on contested 
nationalism in central Africa. His new book co-authored with Erik Kennes, The Katangese 
Gendarmes and War in Central Africa: Fighting their way home, will be published by Indiana 
University Press in 2016.  
 
 
Paper 2: Michael Kennedy: ‘”We gave them the green light”: Dag Hammarskjold, Conor 
Cruise O’Brien and the authorisation for Operation Morthor.’ 
 
Abstract:  
How much did Dag Hammarskjold know in advance about ‘Operation Morthor’, the UN’s 
1961 attempt to bring secessionist Katanga to heel? His UN colleagues and biographers 
maintained he knew nothing. This accepted interpretation most recently found expression 
in the 2013 report of the Hammarskjöld Commission.  
 
Material in the papers of Frank Aiken (Ireland’s Foreign Minister from 1957-69), in UN 
Archives, and in Hammarskjöld’s papers suggests otherwise. This paper will explore the 
possibility that Hammarskjöld knew about Morthor in advance, authorised it, and exercised 
plausible deniability when it failed, blaming instead his Special Representative in Katanga, 
Conor Cruise O’Brien. 
 
Biography: Dr Michael Kennedy is the Executive Editor of the Royal Irish Academy’s 
Documents on Irish Foreign Policy Series. He has published widely on Irish diplomatic, 
political and military history. His most recent book is Ireland, the United Nations and the 
Congo (Dublin, 2014) (co-authored with Comdt. (ret.) Art Magennis). 
 
 
 



   
 
 
Paper 3: Reuben Loffman: ‘Negotiating Revolution: Jason Sendwe, the Great Lakes Rail 
Company and Decolonisation in Northern Katanga’ 
 
Abstract:  
This paper addresses a significant gap in the literature on Congolese decolonisation by 
asking how northern Katanga experienced independency in the early 1960s. It focuses on 
the relationship between one of the most important nationalists in the region, Jason 
Sendwe, and the Great Lakes Rail Company (CFL). Rather than the image of an 
inexperienced Congolese nationalist pursuing an error-strewn path to independence, which 
is often how such politicians are presented in the pre-existing literature, Sendwe proved a 
highly adept negotiator. As opposed to Sendwe, the CFL directorship struggled to shape 
policy on their terms and this catalysed the ousting of the old colonial order in northern 
Katanga.  
 
Biography: Dr. Reuben Loffman is a lecturer in African history at Queen Mary, University of 
London. He works on the construction of local statehood in northern Katanga under Belgian 
rule and also in the post-colonial period. His work has appeared in the Journal of Eastern 
African Studies and African Studies and he is currently working on a monograph about 
colonial rule in southeastern Congo.  
 


